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HELP US FIND THE ONE

ONE hand can lift a soul;

ONE candle can wipe out darkness;

ONE touch can show you care;

ONE life can make a difference,  

be that special one to find THE ONE.
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www.theonerotary3450.org

Everyday we wake up to horrific news of violence, pain and suffering.  
What about the goodness in the world? THE ONE  draws attention to 

the good that exists within humanity, the people that maybe unknown 
to us, but who are making a difference to hundreds and thousands of 

those that need help.

THE ONE, a project by Rotary International District 3450, looks to find 
such a hero.  A true angel, a healer – a person who wakes up every 

single morning, puts others before himself and dedicates his or her life 
to helping others in need. THE ONE is a unsung hero that truly embodies 

the Rotary motto of “Service Above Self”. 

THE ONE was conceptualised and founded by Past District Governor 
David Harilela, and is the first International Humanitarian Award 

launched by Rotary International District 3450 (Hong Kong, Macao, 
Mongolia & PRC - Guangdong). This annual award aims to find THE 
ONE by accessing the powerful Rotary network of over 1.2 million 

people.
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THE ONE MISSION
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THE ONE serves humanity where it’s most needed

THE ONE awardees 2012 to 2015

FIND THE ONE 
THE ONE International Humanitarian Award is an annual award 
which seeks to find the unsung heroes of the world. 
 
These special individuals dedicate their every waking moment 
to alleviating or eliminating pain, suffering, poverty and 
hunger.  

THE ONE is a selfless angel that truly embodies the Rotary 
motto of “Service above Self” .  They make a difference in the 
world.  

THE ONE AWARDS
THE ONE is honoured to recognise and empower our 
unsung heroes with US$100,000 for THE ONE winner 
and US$50,000 for each of the two finalists every 
year. 

Individual donations received during the gala dinner are 
also 100% forwarded to the designated finalists.

The Rotary Club that nominates the recipient of THE ONE 
award will also receive US$ 5,000 to donate to their 
charitable causes.

THE ONE IMPACT 
Thanks to THE ONE award money our heroes have  
built three halfway homes, a medical centre, a maternity 
hospital, THE ONE Hospice for Palliative Care, serviced four 
care centres, put into service two Mobile Care Ambulances 
and provided food, water, medicine and care to tens of 
thousands.  

Over 250,000 lives have directly benefitted from THE ONE.

SUPPORT THE ONE
Please Support THE ONE by  

Nominating an unsung hero by downloading a 
nomination form at www.theonerotary3450.org.

Donating to THE ONE so we can continue to search 
for and reward more of these angels on earth.

ABOUT THE ONE
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THE ONE 2012     Valerie Browning     Ethiopia, Africa Finalist 2012    Cecilia Oebanda-Flores     The Philippines

WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE ONE... WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE ONE... 

Valerie Browning has now 

served over 194,000  
forgotten Afar 
people. Women in 

Eastern Ethiopia no longer 

have to watch their 

children die.

Cecilia Oebanda-Flores  

built THE ONE Halfway 

Home to provide shelter 

for 113 Human 
Trafficking 
Victims in the 

Philippines.
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Finalist 2012     Dr. Daniel Murphy      East Timor Finalist 2012     Father Joe Maier     Bangkok 

WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE ONE... WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE ONE... 

Dr. Daniel Murphy 
continues to provide 

Free Healthcare 
for the needy in East Timor. 

Father Joe Maier’s Slum 

Kindergarten provides 

education to over 300 
underprivileged 
children. 
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THE ONE 2013     Valerie Taylor      Dhaka, BangladeshFinalist 2012     Shruti Shroff     Gujarat, India

WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE ONE... WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE ONE... 

Shruti Shroff has built the first 

processing
centre so that poor
farmers can improve their 
livelihoods.

Valerie Taylor has built 
THE ONE Home 
assisting disabled children 
and adults so that they can 
integrate back into society 
with their heads held high.
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Finalist 2013     Cynthia Maung     Burma Finalist 2013     Enrico Sala    Cambodia

WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE ONE... WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE ONE... 

Enrico Sala has built 
THE ONE 
Maternity 
Hospital serving 

50,000 in Banteay Srey 
Cambodia resulting in fewer 
child deaths.

Cynthia Maung has 

established THE ONE 
Medical Centre 
providing a home for 
abandoned children in 
Cambodia.
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Finalist 2013     Christina Noble      Vietnam THE ONE 2014     Barbara Hofmann     Mozambique, Africa

WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE ONE... WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE ONE... 

Christina Noble continues to
extend her love and
compassion to the

helpless,
starving and
broken  in Vietnam.

Barbara Hofmann has 
opened a new kitchen and
refectory in the renovated

Cultural
Centre providing
education and cultural 
activities for children in a safe
environment.
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Finalist 2014     Rosalind Colwill      Africa Finalist 2014     Narayanan Krishnan     Madurai, India

WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE ONE... WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE ONE... 
Narayanan Krishnan has 

opened THE ONE 
Home providing shelter 
for the elderly and destitute of 
Madurai, India.

Rosalind Colwill  has 

launched THE ONE 
Ozuzu-Oke 
Retreat Centre 
teaching spirituality to 
communities in Nigeria. 
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Finalist 2014      Scott Neeson      Phnom Penh, Cambodia THE ONE 2015     Sindhutai Sapkal      Pune, India

WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE ONE... WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE ONE... 
Scott Nesson continuse 

to build Day Care 
Centres for 

abandoned 
children 
in Cambodia. 

Sindhutai Sapkal has built 

THE ONE Home 
giving shelter to the destitute 
women and orphans of 
Maharashtra. 
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Finalist 2015     Bharathi Jayaram     Lagos, Nigeria Finalist 2015     Burenjargal Bultuush    Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia

WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE ONE... WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE ONE... 
Bharathi Jayaram launched   

THE ONE Mobile 
Ambulance giving 
medical services to the weak 
and poor.  

Burenjargal Bultuush has 

established THE ONE 
Hope Hospice, 
a home for the terminally ill to 
die gracefully, surrounded by 
love and care.
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Finalist 2015     Chung To     Greater China

EMERGENCY AID FUND
Our heroes have learned to take a bad situation and make 
it better. However, every so often there comes an incident 
which is out of their control and requires immediate help. THE 
ONE continues to serve our finalists during their time of need by 
establishing an Emergency Fund of up to US$100,000. This fund 
aids our past and present heroes in dire situations and will be  
rebuilt once fully utilised.
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WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE ONE... 

Narayanan Krishnan
In mid-December 2015, Chennai experienced the worst floods 
in its history. Non-stop rain flooded the city for almost a full 
week resulting in food shortages. Resources were scarce and 
even the Indian Government was unable to provide enough 
assistance for victims. 

THE ONE 2014 Finalist Narayanan Krishnan immediately rose to 
action and contacted THE ONE Emergency Fund in December 
11 2015 for financial aid. Within two days he was given enough 
money to buy 15,000 meals to feed 500 persons for ten days. 
To date Narayanan has provided over 2 million meals to the 
needy.

Cynthia Muang
On 25th February 2015 a farming fire raged out of control on the 
Thai-Burma border. This resulted in tremendous destruction and 
led to five CDC Boys Boarding Houses being destroyed. 

THE ONE 2013 Finalist Cynthia Maung and her friends 
immediately began crowd funding and reached out to nearby 
Rotary Clubs, but had difficulty securing the necessary funding 
needed to rebuild the boarding houses. In a last attempt, she 
sent an application for emergency funding to THE ONE, who 
immediately sent her US$15,534. 

Chung To continues to 
provide care and education 

to AIDS Sufferers  
in Mainland China.
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Award criteria 
THE ONE Award is intended to recognise an individual whose 
extraordinary service activities exemplify the Rotary ideal of 
“Service Above Self”.  We are looking for a caring individual who 
embodies this philosophy and;
• Gives totally to their cause
• Dedicates their daily life to the improvement of mankind
• Advocates for humanity
• Works for the highest standard of good
• Acts with compassion and kindness

Priority will be given to the unsung hero for THE ONE Award.  
An unsung hero can be defined as someone who is unknown 
and less established and thus perhaps struggles to finance the 
goodwill projects they dream of and are currently involved in. 
Therefore they are in more need of financial support from THE 
ONE to extend their good work and humanitarian causes and 
benefit as many needy individuals as possible. 
 

Eligibility 

• Candidates must be an individual aged 18 or above. There 
is no limitation as to sex, race and nationality

• Candidates cannot be Rotarians, employees of a club, 
district or other Rotary entity or employees of Rotary 
International. Spouses, lineal descendants, and ancestors of 
persons in the foregoing categories are also ineligible

• The award will not be presented posthumously
• Any candidate previously awarded a cash prize by THE 

ONE organising committee will not be eligible to apply 
again; all others are welcome to apply more than once 
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NOMINATION NOMINATION

Each candidate must be endorsed by a Rotary Club.  
Multiple candidates will also be accepted.  
 

Nomination Process
All applications should include:
• A completed Nomination Form
• Resume of the candidate
• A completed Humanity Service Description Form
• A digital or print photograph of the candidate (> 1MB)
• Candidate’s Passport / Traveling Document copy
• Supplementary documents 

Download all nomination documents at 
www.theonerotary3450.org
 

Documents Submission
Completed nomination forms with Rotary Club endorsement and  
all supporting documents should be sent to  
THE ONE, Rotary Information Centre, 14/F Capital Commercial 
Building, 26 Leighton Road, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong  
or  email nominations@theonerotary3450.org 

Deadline: December 31 of every year 

*Late or incomplete nomination forms will not be considered.
 

Announcement
THE ONE winner is annouced to the public for the first time at THE 
ONE Award Gala Dinner in May/ June.

MAY/ JUN
AWARD ANNOUNCEMENT

JULY 1 - DEC 31
NOMINATION PERIOD

JAN - APR
JUDGING PERIOD

The Judging Process
In order to ensure a fair and rigorous judging process, the organising committee has established a 

three-tiered judging system. Judges in all three panels are volunteers who have signed confidentiality 
agreements to keep the results secret until the winner is announced at THE ONE Gala Dinner.

To authenticate information provided by the candidates, all applications must be endorsed by a 
Rotary club and signed off by the current President of the endorsing club. The organising committee 

also performs additional checks to clarify and verify all information provided.

The initial screening panel is comprised of Rotary Ambassadorial 
Scholars, Rotary Peace Fellows and representatives from local 

and international NGOs. They are tasked with evaluating 
and scoring all applicants according to an established 

list of award criteria. All applications are then 
compared to prevent any errors or omissions. 

The 10 applicants with the highest scores 
will then progress to the next stage.

The senior Rotarian panel includes past, present and future 
District Governors of Rotary International District 3450. 
They are assigned to review and select the top three 

candidates to enter the final round of judging.

The final judging panel is comprised of significant 
guests outside of Rotary. These 

judges are asked to personally interview 
all the finalists via a live judging session

 and rank them according to the 
award criteria and ultimately select 

THE ONE  Award Winner. They 
themselves do not know 
the final winner as their 
results are tabulated by 

our honuorary audit 
company.
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THE ONE GLOBAL VISION

Why not take THE ONE global? 
Imagine the difference we can make if we can find, recognise and empower three or four heroes from 

every country in the world. There are thousands who remain mired in poverty so the need for us to find and 
magnify the great work they do should be our goal. Our launching of THE ONE HK proves that this theory 
works and THE ONE is determined to take this concept to the world so that we can truly make a global 

impact and put a real dent against poverty and pain which exists in the world.

USA
CANADA

SWEDEN

AUSTRALIA

PORTUGAL

SPAIN

SRI LANKA
BANGLADESH

CHINA

COLOMBIA

PAKISTAN

MALAYSIA

AFRICA

ECUADOR
TAIWAN

INDIA

BRAZIL

TURKEY

GERMANY

NEPAL
MEXICO

PHILIPPINES

CAMBODIA

JAPAN

SWITZERLAND
KOREA

EUROPE

SINGAPORE

ITALY

UK

FRANCE

VENEZUELA

MONGOLIA
MACAO

W O R L D

HONG KONG
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PEOPLE BEHIND THE ONE

Diamond Sponsor
DR. HARI AND PADMA HARILELA

Founder and Co-Chair
DAVID HARILELA
Past District Governor,

Rotary International District 3450

Co-Chair
PETER WONG

Past District Governor,
Rotary International District 3450

Co-Chair
EUGENE FONG

Past District Governor,
Rotary International District 3450

THE ONE HK Chair
H.W. Fung

District Governor 2017-18,
Rotary International District 3450

Major Award Sponsor
PETER BENNETT

The Peter Bennett Foundation

THE ONE HK Award Sponsor
BALU CHAINRAI 

The Chainrai Foundation

THE ONE HK Abassador
CISSY WANG

Guest of Honour, THE ONE 2015 &16

K. R. RAVINDRAN 
Rotary International President 

2015-16

THE ONE Abassador
DONNIE YEN

Guest of Honour, THE ONE 2014 &15

GARY HUANG 
Rotary International President 

2014-15




